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ABSTRACT 
Education  is very important in every individuals life.If one is educated  they will know what is right 

and what is wrong and can take a proper decision in any circumstances ICT means education 

communication and technology 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Our country is deveoloping rapidly in the field of ICT(information communication and technology)This is 

because  people are educated ..Education is like wealth If one is educated they can use their knowledge in 

various fields like arts science commerce agriculture  ,medical science, technology etc.  

Technology has developed rapidly to such an extent that it is possible to access internet even in remote areas. 

Brilliant Students living in remote(village)  areas finds it difficult to go to city or other country for higher 

education especially when they have financial issues,health issues or family issues 

 

 

II. MOBILE NETWORK 

Most of the people living in remote area are aware of education and technology. Nowadays both educated and 

uneducated people have a smart phone.They can easily access the network for any information from any part of 

the world by using the tip of their finger 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

Information of the student  who is in remote area should be saved in the data base along with the biometric, 

palmprint and photo .when the student enrols for a university abroad online,after verification of his data a 

registration number(login id password and time) is given to the student and his college time is given. The 

student has to login   at the particular time allotted. A virtual class room is created where in student can see the 

teacher and other students who have logged in. The teacher can give lecture,show presentation or interact  with 

students or students can interact with other students.Once the completion of the degree the student can give the 

exam in the virtual class room.After online verification the abroad university can give the student the degree 

certificate which should be valid in any part of the country. 

 

 

 


